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To Join:
1) If you haven't already, create your very own profile by going to Twitter.com and
filling out the "New to Twitter?" fields and following the easy steps. Welcome to the
wonderful world of Twitter !!
2) Follow us! Now that you have set up your own Twitter profile, find us by
putting @azrielimemoirs in the "Search" field, then hit the "Follow" button
on our profile page.
Create, Share, and Connect:
1) Whenever you have a comment, question, opinion, or insight regarding
Survival Kit and your reading of it, just Tweet it in 140 words or less and be
sure to include the hashtag #survivalkit and @azrielimemoirs in your
Tweet.
2) The Program’s editorial team will be Tweeting questions and historical
info, asking for your take on engaging themes and events from Survival Kit,
and to add your opinions and comments on these, just hit the "Reply"
button on the Tweet and make your voice heard! (And make sure to
include the hashtag #survivalkit in your reply, too.)
3) By clicking on the hashtag #survivalkit in any of the Tweets you will be
able to read and interact with all the other comments and questions from
students across the country who are also reading and Tweeting about
Survival Kit - "Reply" to any of these and start a conversation with another
reader from across the country. This is a great way to connect with peers
from all over Canada and gain new Twitter followers of your own.
And be sure to "Like" our Facebook page (facebook.com/azrielimemoirs) to get a whole host of
historical facts, pictures, movies, and essays that we will be posting during the Book Club's run to
enrich your reading of Survival Kit and increase your knowledge on one of the most pivotal
events in modern history.

